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The central paradigm of lead optimization in drug discovery
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DESIGN MOLECULES TO 
TEST NEW HYPOTHESES

NEW HYPOTHESIS 
GENERATION

COLLECT DECISION 
DRIVING DATA EARLY

EFFECTIVELY DEPLOY 
CHEMISTRY RESOURCES



Iteration through design cycles with efficiency is critical
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Optimization of design 
cycle time for efficient 
hypothesis testing

Minimize the number 
of iterations for rapid 
project progression



A key step in cheminformatics is the storage of chemical 
structures.
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• A key challenge is representing chemical compounds in a way 
that both humans and machines can comprehend. 

• Chemists use 2D and 3D visualizations to represent 
chemical structures.

• Chemical structure representations may contain explicit and 
implicit information

• Line notations benefit both computational processes and 
human chemists in cheminformatics tasks.
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SMILES string: CC1=NC2=CC=CC=C2C(=C1[C@@H](C(=O)O)OC(C)(C)C)C3=C4C5=C(C=C3)OCCC5=CC=N4

InChI: 1S/C27H26N2O4/c1-15-21(25(26(30)31)33-27(2,3)4)23(17-7-5-6-8-19(17)29-15)18-9-10-20-22-16(12-14-3
2-20)11-13-28-24(18)22/h5-11,13,25H,12,14H2,1-4H3,(H,30,31)/t25-/m0/s1

InChIKey: MIXIIJCBELCMCZ-VWLOTQADSA-N

Example from the literature.  See: 
dx.doi.org/10.1021/ml500002n | ACS 
Med. Chem. Lett. 2014, 5, 422−427



Creation of chemical fingerprints is a crucial step 
in cheminformatics
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• Chemical fingerprints encode structure-based descriptors 

fingerprints

Bit vector representation

Predictions

Data from the wet lab

Descriptors
Structure 00000000000000000000000000000010000000000

01000000000000000000001000000000100000000
00000000000000010000000000100000000000000
00000001000000000001000001000000000000000
00000000001000000100000010001000000010010
00100000000100000000000000000001000000000
00000000000010000000001000000000000000000
00000000001001000000001000000000000010100
10010000000000010000000000000000000000010
00001000000000000000000000000000000000000
00100000000100000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000100000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000100000000101000
00000000000000000000000000001000000000000
00000010100000000000010000000000000000001
00100000000000001001000000000010000000000
00000000000100010000000000000000001000000
00000100000000000000000000000000000001000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000001
00000000000000000000000000000000100000000
00000000000000000000000000001000000000000
00000000000000000000001000000000000000000
00000001000000000000000000000100000000000
00000001000000001000000000000000000000000
0000001000000000000000000000100000000010
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Clustering of compounds through similarity scoring is a 
common operation involving chemical fingerprints
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Clustering of Project Compounds
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Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSAR) is a 
contemporary approach to property prediction in Med Chem 

Easily Trained and deployed in KNIME Performance is suitable for guiding design

Consensus Approach with complimentary 
fingerprints often gives best results



Matched Molecular Pair (MMP) analysis is an effective 
approach to SAR interpretation
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The Generic JavaScript View:
A workhorse for data visualization-driven decision making
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How does compound data flow at Congruence
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RVKB
• Processed data
• ML predictions
• RV predictions

Central data warehouse
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Workflows archived and deployed with KNIME Business Hub
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At congruence we deploy workflows as Data apps to:

• Put compound design tools into the hands of as 

many people as possible

• Centralize decision-driving data to shorten time it 

takes to respond to data

• Facilitate project management and CRO 

interactions to maintain a high level of efficiency



The KNIME Hub allows for rapid deployment of 
cheminformatic tools to guide design and decision making
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Bringing it all together:
Using KNIME Business Hub to accelerate drug discovery

CONFIDENTIAL – DO NOT CIRCULATE 13



Data Apps with Components within Loops:
A versatile approach to decision making
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With KNIME and KNIME Hub, decision making tools designed to 
retrieve and analyze data are easily assembled and deployed
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Example: the Venn Diagram-Scatter Plot hybrid
A custom visualization for guided analytics
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Filter based 
on selection



Workflows archived and deployed with KNIME Business Hub
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At congruence we deploy workflows as Schedules to:

• Automate regular calculations

• Conduct data aggregation tasks 

• Preparation and transfer of information needed for 

more sophisticated tools



Services deployments automate the machine-learning prediction of 
new properties for molecules that are added to our databases
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Retrieve past 
predictions

Retrieve molecules

Select molecules 
with no predictions

Submit molecules 
to ML predictions 
via REST API

Store predictions 
for later retrieval



Services deployments help manage our compound synthesis 
queues and automate registration of new compounds
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Sandbox
Vault

Registration
Vault

Service deployment automates exchange of information between CDD Vaults

trigger



Key Takeaways
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• In medicinal chemistry, the central paradigm of compound optimization follows a Design-Make-
Test-Analyze cycle that is iterated over as efficiently as possible.

• To do this effectively, different representations of chemical structures that are interpretable by 
machines and can be translated to human interpretable representations are needed.

• Chemical descriptors can be derived from chemical structures and assembled into fingerprints, 
which are used for myriad analytical tasks, modelling and machine learning.

• Aggregating predictions, biological data and other cheminformatic outputs enables informed 
decision making in drug discovery.

• The KNIME Business Hub allows for flexible construction of workflows, services and data apps 
that facilitate decision making and accelerate drug discovery.
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